SOLAR POWER & LIGHT LLC

FROM FINANCE TO OPERATIONS—WE GET IT DONE!

SOLAR POWER & LIGHT, LLC offers innovation and leadership to protect the environment and achieve energy independence.

For over a decade our management team has been funding and managing multimillion dollar projects. Installation of solar energy panels is the easy part; but our team has the know-how to navigate on state and federal incentives, solar investment funding, commercial banking relationships, and more. SP&L will bring our capabilities to you and pave the way to bringing you a return on your investment with solar energy.

SP&L SOLAR ADVANTAGES

- Getting Ahead of the Regulatory Curve
- Positive cash Flow from Reduced Energy Costs
- Reduction of Peak Demand Charges
- Reduce the Carbon Footprint

WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

FINANCE—SP&L reviews your full range of solar financial capabilities. We know who to contact and what information is needed saving you valuable time.

DEVELOPMENT—SP&L will identify solar opportunities making your business become the best value for renewable energy.

INSTALLATION—SP&L has full service installation capabilities. We are there from day one making sure paperwork, certifications, and commissioning is on schedule.

OPERATIONS—SP&L manages the operations of the system. This is an advantage for your organization as we can determine any malfunctions and will fix the problem.

Solar Power & Light LLC
2411 Cross Pointe Dr
Miamisburg, OH 45342

Phone: 937-247-9194
Fax: 937-247-9468
E-mail: info@SPLsolar.com
www.SPLsolar.com

Putting Power In Your Hands™